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The history of the pocket watch  

Many people today regard the pocket watch as superseded due to the appearance of so many new
things. In fact, the convenience of wrist-watches not like watch like  www.donysterling.co.uk  
 www.donysterling.com  www.glitzstorm.com  has made pocket watch almost obsolete.                            
       

In many places, the pocket watch remains a classic as it has withstood the test of time. There is the
intricate craftsmanship that is etched at each curve, loop as well as line in each of these pocket
watches.The pocket watch and its required accessories are still very much in demand in this current day.
Folks are still interested in this time piece. People are paying good money in order to have these in their
collections. And in many parts of the world, the pocket watch is shielded and handed from generations to
generations and is considered as family heirloom. In many ways, the pocket watch can be regarded as a
symbol of that time, when hard work was put into the mass production of mechanical items. Then, there
is the traditional hand-crafted pocket watch that was being sold the years before. Of course, the pocket
watch was expensive because manufacturing them cost a significant amount of money back then. The
best part is that the pocket watch is not very expensive to repair, as the machines are able to simply
churn out the components of the watches rather than relying on skilled watch makers in order to
replicate any broken parts. People themselves have become practical and this has led to the popularity
of the pocket watch, since people like the fact that it need not be difficult for their pocket watch to be
repaired when it is broken.In fact, now you can make a fashion statement without going for the overdrive.
So now you can be discreet as well as upbeat with a pocket watch. The women will find such men
intriguing as well as very macho each time that they fish out their small gold pocket watch from their vest
pocket.Earlier, the pocket watch was a cumbersome piece as it had to be worn like a necklace around
the neck. Then somebody came up with a much better idea by inventing chains or fobs in order to be
attached to the pocket watch. At that time, the wristwatches were considered as feminine. Thus the
pocket timepieces had become the rage in men's accessories. You can get the pocket watch crafted in
gold, silver, as well as platinum. Besides, it can be adorned with sapphires, emeralds, as well as rubies.
Earlier, it was only the gentlemen from wealthy families who could own these traditional time pieces
since these reflected their clout as well as power.
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